Venue: Melksham Oak Community School

When: Wednesday Evenings

Time: 8:00 PM to 10:00 PM

Address:
Melksham Oak Community School, Community Sports Hall, Devizes Road, Melksham, Wiltshire, SN12 6QZ.
Greater Melksham Area showing Melksham Club Venue

Melksham Oak Community School (Wednesday Evening Session)
Google Maps is not up to date with the new school as it is so new it does not appear online however Google’s Street View does show it being constructed. The picture below shows the approximate position of the new school.

The picture below shows Devizes Road (A365), with the junction of Hornchurch Road. If you reach this from Melksham you have gone too far. The school’s entrance is where the blue hoarding is shown in the photo.
Melksham Club Venue Directions
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